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The international bestseller&#151;now with a new preface by author John Kotter.Millions worldwide

have read and embraced John KotterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s ideas on change management and

leadership.From the ill-fated dot-com bubble to unprecedented M&A activity to scandal, greed, and

ultimately, recession&#151;weÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve learned that widespread and difficult change is no longer

the exception. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s the rule. Now with a new preface, this refreshed edition of the global

bestseller Leading Change is more relevant than ever.John KotterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s now-legendary

eight-step process for managing change with positive results has become the foundation for leaders

and organizations across the globe. By outlining the process every organization must go through to

achieve its goals, and by identifying where and how even top performers derail during the change

process, Kotter provides a practical resource for leaders and managers charged with making

change initiatives work. Leading Change is widely recognized as his seminal work and is an

important precursor to his newer ideas on acceleration published in Harvard Business

Review.Needed more today than at any time in the past, this bestselling business book serves as

both visionary guide and practical toolkit on how to approach the difficult yet crucial work of leading

change in any type of organization. Reading this highly personal book is like spending a day with

the worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s foremost expert on business leadership. YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re sure to walk away

inspired&#151;and armed with the tools you need to inspire others. Published by Harvard Business

Review Press. --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.
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I had greater expectations for this author to represent change and communicate it effectively. Read

this book with a cohort and found my points of great importance in the last chapters, encourage

people to jump to the end in this one as their are behavioral conflicts. One supports managers to

complacency in an unhealthy work climate "people acting like people" "boys will be boys"... another

perspective supports leaders who are looking to have "professional environment" and not tolerate

"unprofessional" actions in the office. Good information to glean from this and a copy worth storing

for reference kept around could come in handy.

The steps the author outlines, listed by another review so I won't go into them here in detail, are

simple yet necessary. It's incredible that as I read through just the first one that details how

management needs to be honest with employees regarding what needs to change and why I saw

how a former employer failed to follow that first step and ended up always asking why no one would

get behind change initiatives. The author seems to work a little hard at putting out examples of how

each principle applies, and I don't think there needs to be so much evidence given, but overall a

good reference.

For a long time I thought I was a change leader. I was successful with small change projects. But

implementing lasting change has eluded me. After reading Kotter's book, I know why. He opened

my eyes to aspects of change that I had never considered before. Developing a sense of urgency.

Developing a guiding coalition. And so on.This is the kind of book you will want to read, try to

implement, re-read, re-implement, and so on for the rest of your career.

A+ great product and was everything I expected!

I needed this book for my class. It is very usually for people in leadership positions.

In Leading Change, John P. Kotter introduces an eight step process for change that focuses not on

management but on leadership. He charges leaders to establish a sense of Urgency, Create a

guiding Coalition, Develop a Vision and Strategy, Communicate the change Vision, Empowers

Employees for Broad-Based Action, Generate Short Term Wins, Consolidate Gains, and Anchor

New Approaches in the Culture. Kotter casts a vision for both organizations and leaders of the

future that endeavors to negate the effects of over-management and to lessen the impact

under-leadership. Kotter proposes that leadership be driven down into the lower levels of an



organization through adoption of a philosophy of lifelong learning at both the individual and

organizational levels. This philosophy is intended to create leaders who are continually growing and

improving themselves and their organizations.I found Kotter's approach to be both practical and well

reasoned. His eight steps are well grounded and realistic. This is a well written book that has plenty

of hands on advice that can be implemented immediately. This will remain a reference for

leadership versus management and will undoubtedly become well dog-eared in the coming years.I

recommend you read Leading Change by John P. Kotter. His down to earth style helped make this

an easy read and you and your organization will benefit from his advice.

I like this "people at the top of enterprises today who encourage others to leap into the future, who

help them overcome natural fears, and who thus expand the leadership capacity in their

organizationsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•these people provide a profoundly important service for the entire

human community."

Having observed few organisational changes in the past 15 years, force me to recommend this

book to every professional no matter at which step or career stage he or she is at. The authors

provide a clear vision of the attributes needed in every manager's profile to survive 21 century rapid

changing business industry. I have learned much more than what I was expecting when I first

purchased this unique book and would definitely give it 10 stars if  review its rating scale to ten!
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